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Could AMD’s CPU stock shortages be handing the advantage back to Intel? Richard Swinburne ponders the possibilities.
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There was once a pandemic in World of Warcraft and some people feel it’s ripe for comparison with today. Tracy King isn’t so sure.

16 Cooler Master MasterLiquid ML360 Mirror TR4
Mirror, mirror in the waterblock, which cooler can provide the mightiest overclock?

24 Phanteks Evolv Shift 2 Glass
It’s the return of one of the smallest-footprint mini-ITX cases on the market, this time with the addition of glass side panels.

26 Razer BlackShark V2 Pro
Razer’s new wireless gaming headset is classy, comfortable and sounds superb, as you’d hope for its price.

38 Graphic content
How do the latest graphics cards fare in the latest games? We put seven of the latest GPUs from AMD and Nvidia to the test.

49 Comfort zone
Are gaming chairs a worthy investment over normal office chairs, and if so, which should you buy? We put six of them to the test.

64 Clarity of vision
What makes a game great? Rick Lane thinks it’s all about focus and making the most of a single core experience.

65 Cyberpunk 2077
Long anticipated and with a rather troubled launch, has Cyberpunk 2077 been worth the wait?

70 Medal of Honor: Above and Beyond
Experience the Omaha Beach landing in VR with the latest addition to the Medal of Honor game franchise.

72 Water cooling on the cheap
Cut the cost without cutting the cooling with our guide to saving money when plumbing in a new loop.

80 Vulkanic eruptions
The Vulkan API is at the heart of many modern cross-platform games, and it just received support for ray tracing.

88 Spirit of Motion
Josiah Fast took inspiration from vintage cars to build this stunning PC. And it was all a surprise gift for his dad!

92 Kobol Helios64
This open-spec bare bones NAS costs brings performance and customisation to a compact, easy-to-build form factor.

98 Thunderbolt from the blue
Antony Leather discusses the brilliance of the Thunderbolt connection, and its usefulness for clearing up cable clutter.

106 486 revisited
It was the CPU that launched a thousand gaming PCs. Stuart Andrews looks back on the CPU that, for many, started it all.

114 Supply strain
With the industry still struggling to deliver the latest CPUs and GPUs, James Gorbold gives us his view from within the supply chain.
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